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Haplotyping, also known as haplotype phase prediction, is the problem of predicting likely
haplotypes based on genotype data. One fast computational haplotyping method is based
on an evolutionary model where a perfect phylogenetic tree is sought that explains the
observed data. An extension of this approach tries to incorporate prior knowledge in
the form of a set of candidate haplotypes from which the right haplotypes must be
chosen. The objective is to increase the accuracy of haplotyping methods, but it was
conjectured that the resulting formal problem constrained perfect phylogeny haplotyping
might be NP-complete. In the paper at hand we present a polynomial-time algorithm for
it. Our algorithmic ideas also yield new ﬁxed-parameter algorithms for related haplotyping
problems based on the maximum parsimony assumption.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In large-scale studies of the relation between genomic variation and phenotypic traits, low-cost sequencing methods are
used to read out the dna sequences of many individuals. For each individual the bases present on the two chromosomes at
a large number of snp (single nucleotide polymorphism) sites are determined, yielding the individual’s genotype for the dif-
ferent sites. In order to study phenotypic traits that are related to the bases present on multiple loci on a single dna strand,
it is important to determine haplotypes rather than genotypes. They describe how bases are assigned to chromosomes (this
assignment of bases to haplotypes is also known as phasing), but are expensive to determine directly. Haplotype inference
or just haplotyping methods aim at computationally predicting haplotypes from genotypes by using biological insights into
the haplotype distribution in a population. They either use statistics, pioneered in [1], or combinatorics, the two most
common approaches being the perfect phylogeny method (haplotype evolution is assumed to take place with unique point
mutation and without recombination) and the maximum parsimony method (haplotype evolution is assumed to produce only
few haplotypes).
Most combinatorial algorithms ignore prior knowledge that we might have on which haplotypes may be permissible to
explain a given genotype. In some situations a pool of haplotypes from prior studies is already known and we should only
pick haplotypes out of this pool. We may even have more speciﬁc information about the permissible haplotypes for the
genotypes of the individuals, such as their ethnicity, allowing us to further narrow the pool of permissible haplotypes for
groups of individuals. On the other hand, for some individuals no prior knowledge may be available.
In the present paper we study combinatorial haplotyping methods that take such pool constraints into account. For some
or all genotypes we are given a pool of haplotypes that are allowed for this particular genotype. The task is to predict
haplotypes for the genotypes such that all constraints are satisﬁed and the haplotypes form a perfect phylogeny or their
number is minimal or both.
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the constrained perfect phylogeny haplotyping problem, cpoolsmh is the constrained maximum parsimony haplotyping problem,
and cpoolsmpph is the combined problem (see Section 2 for formal deﬁnitions). The two problems cpoolspph and cpoolsmh
are generalizations of the two problems cone pool for allpph and cone pool for allmh recently studied by Fellows et al. [2]; the
difference is that Fellows et al. require a single pool of haplotypes to be used for all genotypes while we allow pools to be
speciﬁed individually for each genotype. We remark that, since we also allow that no constraints are imposed at all, the
standard problems pph, mh, and mpph (without any constraints) are special cases of their constrained counterparts and the
algorithms we present also work for them.
Our results Our ﬁrst main result is a polynomial-time algorithm for cpoolspph. It is based on an initial partition of the geno-
types into independent subinstances and a subsequent recursive decomposition of the pool constraints. Since this algorithm
also solves the simpler problem cone pool for allpph, we settle the main open problem of Fellows et al. [2]: cone pool for allpph is
polynomial-time solvable.
Our second set of results concerns maximum parsimony haplotyping. Both mh and cone pool for allmh are known to be
NP-complete, but ﬁxed-parameter tractable with respect to the number of distinct haplotypes in the solution [2,3]. We
show that, in contrast, cpoolsmh is hard for the class W[2] for the same parameter and, therefore, unlikely to have a ﬁxed-
parameter algorithm. We prove this by showing that cpools for allmh, where some pool must be speciﬁed for each genotype,
is W[2]-complete. On the positive side we present a ﬁxed-parameter algorithm for cpoolsmh where the parameter is the
number of distinct haplotypes in the solution plus the number of times duplicated genotypes have incomparable pool
constraints.
Our third main result is that the NP-complete problem cpoolsmpph is ﬁxed-parameter tractable with respect to the num-
ber of distinct haplotypes in the solution. So, cpoolsmpph has the same complexity as cone pool for allmh. As corollaries we
obtain that mpph and cone pool for allmpph are both ﬁxed-parameter tractable, which was not known before. Our algorithm is
a combination of the algorithmic ideas for cpoolspph and cpoolsmh.
Related work The study of the perfect phylogeny haplotyping problem was initiated by the seminal paper of Gusﬁeld [4],
who showed that it is solvable in polynomial time. Subsequent papers presented conceptually simpler polynomial-time
algorithms [5,6], linear-time algorithms [7–10], and ﬁne-grained complexity-theoretic results [11,12] for it.
The problem mh is NP-complete, as remarked in [13], and a later publication sharpens this lower bound by showing
that mh remains NP-complete if every given genotype has at most three heterozygous sites [14]. On the positive site
Sharan, Halldórsson, and Istrail [3] devised a ﬁxed-parameter algorithm for mh, where the parameter is the number of
distinct haplotypes in the solution. Fleischer et al. [15] presented general techniques to improve the parameter-dependent
part of the runtime of ﬁxed-parameter algorithms for parsimony-based haplotype inference. Moreover, algorithms based on
linear programming [16], branch-and-bound algorithms [17], and a combination of both methods [18] are known for mh.
To increase the accuracy of the predicted haplotypes, the perfect phylogeny and the maximum parsimony assumptions
have been combined, leading to the problem mpph. It was shown to be NP-complete for instances with at most three
heterozygous entries per genotype by Bafna et al. [19] and later studied by van Iersel et al. [20].
Another direction to increase prediction accuracy is to constrain the set of solution haplotypes: Fellows et al. [2] pro-
posed the cone pool for allpph problem and presented polynomial-time algorithms for some special cases like the number of
heterozygous entries in the genotypes and in the sites being bounded by small constants. They left open the complexity
of cone pool for allpph and leaned towards the conjecture that it is NP-complete. The problem cone pool for allmh is NP-complete
by a reduction from mh with at most three heterozygous entries per genotype (for each genotype put all its explaining
haplotype pairs, of which there can be at most four, into the pool). Huang et al. [21] studied approximation algorithms for
this problem, Fellows et al. [2] showed that it is ﬁxed-parameter tractable with respect to the number of distinct haplotypes
in the solution.
Organization of this paper We ﬁrst give formal deﬁnitions of genotypes, haplotypes, and the computational problems we
study in Section 2. Sections 3, 4, and 5 are devoted to the algorithmic and complexity-theoretic studies of cpoolspph, cpoolsmh,
and cpoolsmpph, respectively.
2. Preliminaries
A haplotype describes the genetic information from a single chromosome at snp sites. Since most snp sites are biallelic,
it is customary to encode a haplotype as a binary string h ∈ {0,1}n , where 0 and 1 represent the two possible alleles.
A genotype combines the genetic information of two haplotypes by joining their entries to a sequence of sets. Following
common conventions, instead of sets we write a 0 or a 1 when both underlying haplotypes have this value (these entries
are called homozygous) and use the value 2 when the underlying haplotypes have different entries (these entries are called
heterozygous). A pair of haplotypes {h,h′} ⊆ {0,1}n explains a genotype g ∈ {0,1,2}n if for every site s ∈ {1, . . . ,n} we have
g[s] = h[s] = h′[s] whenever g[s] ∈ {0,1} and h[s] = h′[s] whenever g[s] = 2. In a genotype matrix A each row is a genotype.
If the matrix is clear from the context, we refer to the genotype in row i by gi . Similarly, we arrange haplotypes in a
haplotype matrix B and refer to the haplotype in row i by hi . A 2n × m haplotype matrix B explains an n × m genotype
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genotypes and haplotypes and also to columns of genotype and haplotype matrices.
For a pair s and t of sites the induced set ind(B, s, t) contains all strings from {00,01,10,11} that appear in the sites s
and t in the haplotype matrix B in some row. We say that these strings are induced by s and t . The notion of induces can
be extended to genotype matrices A: for two sites s and t the set ind(A, s, t) contains a string xy ∈ {00,01,10,11} if A has
a genotype g with either g[s] = x∧ g[t] = y or g[s] = x∧ g[t] = 2 or g[s] = 2∧ g[t] = y. This implies ind(A, s, t) ⊆ ind(B, s, t)
for every haplotype matrix B explaining A.
A haplotype matrix B admits a perfect phylogeny if there exists a tree T (an undirected acyclic graph), such that: (a) each
haplotype from B labels exactly one vertex of T ; (b) each site s ∈ {1, . . . ,m} labels exactly one edge of T and each edge
is labeled by at least one site; and (c) for every two haplotypes hi and h j from B and every site s ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we have
hi[s] = h j[s] if, and only if, s lies on the path from hi to h j in T . It is well known that B admits a perfect phylogeny if, and
only if, it satisﬁes the following four gamete property: For every pair of sites s and t we have {00,01,10,11} = ind(B, s, t).
For the three problems pph, mh, and mpph the input is always a genotype matrix plus, for the last two problems,
a number k. The questions are whether there exists a haplotype matrix B that explains A and admits a perfect phylogeny
(pph), has at most k different haplotypes (mh), or admits a perfect phylogeny and has at most k different haplotypes
(mpph).
Constrained haplotyping problems For constrained haplotyping problems different kinds of constraints are speciﬁed along with
the input genotype matrix. The ﬁrst kind of constraints that we study are what we call pool constraints. Let A be an n ×m
genotype matrix. A pool constraint speciﬁes that, in the output haplotype matrix, the two explaining haplotypes for some
particular genotype gi should both be drawn from a pool Hi ⊆ {0,1}n of allowed haplotypes. This constraint is written as
pool(i, Hi). Clearly, it suﬃces to allow only one such constraint per genotype. Two pool constraints are incomparable if none
of their pools is a subset of the other.
The second kind of constraints are restrictions on the phase of sites. For a genotype g with 2-entries at two sites s and t ,
the explaining haplotypes add either {00,11} or {01,10} to the induced set. If there is another genotype g′ with 2-entries in
the sites s and t , then, in order to satisfy the four gamete property, it must choose the same pair for its explaining haplotype.
In the ﬁrst case we say that s and t are phased equally, otherwise phased unequally. The phase constraints equal-phase(s, t) and
unequal-phase(s, t) specify that a particular phasing must be chosen for the two sites s and t in a solution matrix. Formally,
a haplotype matrix B satisﬁes equal-phase(s, t) if {01,10} ind(B, s, t); and unequal-phase(s, t) if {00,11} ind(B, s, t).
We indicate constrained haplotyping problems by preﬁxing the haplotyping problems mh, pph, and mpph with a c whose
index indicates which constraints are allowed to be speciﬁed as part of the input. The index “pools” means that arbitrary
pool constraints are allowed; “pools for all” indicates that (possibly different) pools must be speciﬁed for all genotypes (and
not only for some); and “one pool for all” indicates that, additionally, the same pool must be speciﬁed for all genotypes. The
index “phase” indicates that phase constraints are permissible. For example, cpools, phasempph is the mpph problem where
both haplotype and phase constraints are allowed as part of the input.
Haplotyping with phase constraints has not been deﬁned formally in the literature, but many known algorithms implicitly
handle phase constraints:
Fact 2.1. (See [5,6,11].) There exists an algorithm that, given an n ×m genotype matrix with phase constraints, solves the
problem cphasepph in time O (nm2).
3. Constrained perfect phylogeny haplotyping
In this section we prove the following theorem, which answers the main question of Fellows et al. [2] aﬃrmatively:
There is a polynomial-time algorithm for cone pool for allpph.
Theorem 3.1. There exists an algorithm that, given an n × m genotype matrix with phase constraints and pool constraints, solves
cpools, phasepph in time O ((p + 1)(n + p)m2), where p equals the sum of the sizes of all pools.
The outline of the algorithm for cpools, phasepph, which we detail in the rest of this section, is as follows: Given an
n ×m genotype matrix A and a set K of pool and phase constraints, our algorithm uses procedure solve-cpph from Fig. 1
to preprocess the input and to partition the genotypes into at most m matrices As that can be solved independently.
Each matrix As has the property that there is a site s, called the 2-site of As , that has only 2-entries in all genotypes
from As . Each As along with its corresponding constraints is then solved by the procedure solve-cpph-2-site from Fig. 1
via a recursive branch-and-reduce approach: For each of the two possible phasings between the 2-site and another site, it
branches recursively, derives new phase constraints, and splits the pool constraints.
In the following we describe the four procedures that make up our algorithm: the two main procedures solve-cpph
and solve-cpph-2-site, whose pseudo-codes are depicted in Fig. 1, and the simpler procedures sanitize-pool-constraints
and deduce-phase-constraints for which no pseudo-code is given. Since many of these procedures only simplify the input
without directly deciding the problem, it is useful to introduce the following notion:
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Input: An n ×m genotype matrix A and a set of haplotype and phase constraints K
Output: An explaining haplotype matrix B for A that satisﬁes the four gamete property and the constraints K , if it exists; or “no”, otherwise
Preprocessing:
1 ensure that column pairs with different entries induce 00
2 sort columns decreasingly by leaf count
3 update phase constraints with induces
4 call deduce-phase-constraints
5 call sanitize-pool-constraints
Solve independent subinstances:
6 for each site s ∈ {1, . . . ,m} do
7 Bs ← call solve-cpph-2-site(As, Ks, s)
8 if Bs is “no” then return “no”
9 return combination of matrices Bs and genotypes without 2-entries
Procedure solve-cpph-2-site(A, K , s2).
Input: An n ×m genotype matrix A with a 2-site s2 and a set of haplotype and phase constraints K
Output: An explaining haplotype matrix B for A that satisﬁes the four gamete property and the constraints K , if it exists; or “no”, otherwise
Recursion break:
1 if for every pool(i, Hi) ∈ K we have |Hi | = 2 then
2 replace all pool constraints by corresponding phase constraints
3 return solution for the resulting cphasepph instance
Recursive branch-and-reduce:
4 else for each component G ′ from Gcover with corresponding instance A′ , K ′ do
5 s ← some site from G ′
6 B ′e ← call try-phase-cpph(A′, K ′ ∪ {equal-phase(s2, s)}, s2)
7 B ′u ← call try-phase-cpph(A′, K ′ ∪ {unequal-phase(s2, s)}, s2)
8 if B ′e = “no” and B ′u = “no” then return “no” else add non-“no” B ′e or B ′u to solution
9 return solution
Sub-Procedure try-phase-cpph(A, K , s2).
1 call deduce-phase-constraints
2 call sanitize-pool-constraints
3 if pool(i,∅) /∈ K for all i then return solve-cpph-2-site(A, K , s2) else return “no”
Fig. 1. The polynomial-time algorithm for cpools, phasepph.
Deﬁnition 3.2 (Correctness property). A computational step has the correctness property if the following holds: There exists
a haplotype matrix that explains the genotype matrix and satisﬁes the four gamete property and the constraints before the
step if, and only, if this holds after the step for the modiﬁed instance. Furthermore, whenever the step outputs “no”, no
solution exists for the current instance.
Procedure sanitize-pool-constraints This procedure removes superﬂuous haplotypes from pool constraints. Let K be
a set of constraints. First, for a constraint pool(i, Hi) ∈ K and a genotype gi , it removes all h from Hi for which
there exists a site s such that h[s] = gi[s] ∈ {0,1}. Second, it deletes every haplotype h from Hi for which there ex-
ists no other haplotype h′ ∈ Hi such that {h,h′} explains gi . Third, it deletes haplotypes contradicting phase constraints:
For two sites s and t with gi[s] = gi[t] = 2, it deletes h from Hi whenever h[s] = h[t] ∧ unequal-phase(s, t) ∈ K or
h[s] = h[t] ∧ equal-phase(s, t) ∈ K . Finally, if a pool constraint becomes empty, it outputs “no”. Clearly, this step has the
correctness property.
Procedure deduce-phase-constraints Let A be a genotype matrix and K a set of constraints. The procedure repeats the
following rule as long as possible: Let s, t and u be three sites such that there is a genotype gi with gi[s] = gi[t] =
gi[u] = 2 and there is no phase constraint for the pair t and u, but phase constraints for both pairs s and t , and s and u.
If these phase constraints have the same type, we insert equal-phase(t,u) into K and, if their type is different, we insert
unequal-phase(t,u) into K . Using graph representations for phase constraints and their dependencies, the result of this
procedure can be computed in time O (nm2) [5,6,11].
Lemma 3.3. deduce-phase-constraints has the correctness property.
Proof. Let s, t , and u be three sites such that there is a genotype gi with gi[s] = gi[t] = gi[u] = 2, no phase constraint
for t and u, but equal-phase(s, t) ∈ K and equal-phase(s,u) ∈ K (for other phase constraints the following arguments are
similar). Let {h,h′} be the explaining haplotype pair from a solution haplotype matrix for gi . Without loss of generality
assume that h[s] = 0 and h′[s] = 1 which implies h[t] = 0, h′[t] = 1, h[u] = 0 and h′[u] = 1 by the phase constraints.
Thus 00 and 11 are induced by the haplotype matrix in t and u and, therefore, 01 or 10 is not induced. Thus, it is safe to
insert equal-phase(s, t) into K . 
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123456
1 220002 pool(1, {000000,110001})
2 122000
3 122200 pool(3, {100100,111000,101000,110100})
4 120200 pool(4, {110100,100000,100100,110000})
5 120020
equal-phase(1,3), equal-phase(1,4), equal-phase(1,5), unequal-phase(3,4), unequal-phase(3,5),
unequal-phase(3,6), unequal-phase(4,5), unequal-phase(4,6), unequal-phase(5,6)
Fig. 2. A preprocessed genotype matrix A with pool and phase constraints K is shown. In lines 6 to 8 the algorithm partitions this instance into six
subinstances: Instance 1 is made up by the ﬁrst genotype 220002 along with its pool constraint pool(1, {000000,110001}) and all phase constraints.
Instance 2 contains all other genotypes along with the corresponding pool constraints and all phase constraints. Instances 3 to 6 are empty.
Procedure solve-cpph The pseudo-code of this procedure is shown in Fig. 1. We go over this method line by line.
The ﬁrst ﬁve lines preprocess the input. Line 1 extends an idea from Eskin, Halperin and Karp [6] to constraints. For every
site s we iterate downwards through the genotypes and if a 1-entry appears before a 0-entry, we substitute all 1-entries by
0-entries and vice versa and adjust the constraints accordingly. As shown in [6], this step ensures that any two sites with
at least one different entry induce 00. In line 2 the procedure ﬁrst calculates the leaf count [4] of each column, which is
the number of 2-entries of a column plus twice the number of its 1-entries. Then it sorts the columns decreasingly from
left to right by this value. After this sorting we have 10 ∈ ind(A, s, t) for every two sites s and t with different entries
and s < t . This holds since otherwise there is no genotype with g[s] = 1 ∧ g[t] ∈ {0,2} or g[s] = 2 ∧ g[t] = 0, but at least
one genotype with g[s] ∈ {0,2} ∧ g[t] = 1 or g[s] = 0 ∧ g[t] = 2. This would imply that the leaf count of site t should be
greater than the leaf count of site s, a contradiction. In line 3 the algorithm considers all pairs of sites s and t and updates
their phase constraints as follows: If {00,11} ⊆ ind(A, s, t), it inserts equal-phase(s, t) into K ; and if {01,01} ⊆ ind(A, s, t), it
inserts unequal-phase(s, t). This step has the correctness property since the new phase constraints reﬂect only induces that
are already in the matrix. Finally, lines 4 and 5 deduce phase constraints and sanitize the pool constraints. In the following,
we call a matrix that has undergone the preprocessing from lines 1 to 5 a preprocessed genotype matrix.
In lines 6 to 8 the genotype matrix A is partitioned genotype-wise into m submatrices A1, . . . , Am , one matrix for every
site. A genotype g belongs to the matrix As if g[s] = 2 and for every site t < s we have g[t] = 2. Each As is passed
along with the corresponding pool constraints and all phase constraints, stored in the set Ks , to a call of the procedure
solve-cpph-2-site. The construction of As ensures that site s has 2-entries in all genotypes from As . The effect of the
partition is stated by Lemma 3.4. An example of a preprocessed genotype matrix together with a description of its partition
is given in Fig. 2.
Lemma 3.4. Let A be a preprocessed n ×m genotype matrix with constraints K . Then there exists an explaining haplotype matrix B
for A that satisﬁes the four gamete property and the constraints K if, and only if, for every site s ∈ {1, . . . ,m} there exists an explaining
haplotype matrix Bs for As that satisﬁes the four gamete property and the constraints Ks.
Proof. A solution for A and K can clearly be transformed into solutions Bs for every matrix As with constraints Ks . For
the other direction, let B be the combination of haplotypes from Bs and haplotypes for genotypes that are not in any
matrix As . Clearly, B explains A and satisﬁes the pool constraints. We show that it also satisﬁes the four gamete property
and the phase constraints, which proves the lemma: Let t and u be two sites. Since the instance is preprocessed, we know
{00,01,10,11} = ind(A, t,u). If there are no genotypes with 2-entries in both t and u, we are done, since the explaining
haplotypes do not add new elements to the induced set. If there are genotypes with 2-entries in both t and u, we show
that their explaining haplotype pairs do not add different elements to the induced set: If all these genotypes lie in the
same matrix As , their explaining haplotype pairs add either {00,11} or {01,10} to the induced set and satisfy the phase
constraints by assumption. Otherwise, let g be a genotype from As and g′ a genotype from matrix As′ with s < s′ and
2-entries at sites t and u. Note that t = s and u = s since, otherwise, g and g′ would lie in the same matrix As . We show
that there exists a phase constraint for the sites t and u in K and, therefore, the induces for the sites t and u in the
explaining haplotype pairs for g and g′ are determined by the phase constraints: From the construction of the subinstances,
we know that the entries of g and g′ at sites s, s′ , t and u are
s s′ t u
g 2 g[s′] 2 2
g′ g′[s] 2 2 2
with g′[s] ∈ {0,1}. If g′[s] = 1, both pairs of sites s and t and s and u induce {00,11} and the update of phase con-
straints with induces adds equal-phase(s, t) and equal-phase(s,u) to K . If g′[s] = 0, both pairs induce {01,10} and
the same step adds unequal-phase(s, t) and unequal-phase(s,u). In both cases deduce-phase-constraints adds the con-
straint equal-phase(t,u) whenever there is no phase constraint for t and u. 
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123456
1 220000
2 222020
3 202000
4 200202
5 200200
2-site of A
Phase Constraints K :
equal-phase(1,5)
unequal-phase(2,3)
unequal-phase(2,4)
unequal-phase(2,6)
unequal-phase(3,4)
unequal-phase(3,6)
unequal-phase(4,5)
unequal-phase(5,6)
2-entries of A’s sites:
geno2(1) = {1,2,3,4,5}
geno2(2) = {1,2}
geno2(3) = {2,3}
geno2(4) = {4,5}
geno2(5) = {2}
geno2(6) = {4}
Free columns:
S free = {2,3,4,6}
Cover columns:
Scover = {2,3,4}
Cover graph:
Gcover =
2 3 4
Fig. 3. The construction of the graph Gcover is shown for a genotype matrix A with 2-site 1 and phase constraints K .
Putting it altogether, we see that solve-cpph correctly solves cpools, phasepph, provided that the procedure solve-cpph-2-
site is correct, which we prove next.
Procedure solve-cpph-2-site This procedure recursively solves the instances that are produced by solve-cpph, each con-
sisting of a genotype matrix A with a 2-site s2 and constraints K . The recursion stops when all pool constraints contain
only two haplotypes (they must contain at least two haplotypes because a 2-entry is present in the genotype). In such
a case the phasing of the genotype is completely known. We remove the pool constraints and, instead, add phase con-
straints that describe this particular phasing: For each constraint pool(i, {h,h′}) and sites s and t add the phase constraint
equal-phase(s, t) if h[s] = h[t] = h′[s] = h′[t] and unequal-phase(s, t) if h[s] = h′[t] = h[t] = h′[s]. For example, the pool
constraint pool(i, {000001,110000}) of a genotype gi = 220002 is replaced by the phase constraints equal-phase(1,2),
unequal-phase(1,6), and unequal-phase(2,6). The phase constraints ensure that every solution explains gi with the haplo-
types 000001 and 110000. The resulting instance of cphasepph can be solved in polynomial time by Fact 2.1.
In order to describe the recursive step, we need some terminology. Let geno2(s) be the set of genotypes that have a
2-entry at site s. Let Sfree be the set of sites s of A where s = s2, geno2(s) = ∅, and there is no phase constraint for s and s2
in K . Let Scover be the set of sites s ∈ Sfree for which there is no site s′ ∈ Sfree with geno2(s) ⊆ geno2(s′); in the case that
sites from Sfree have the same set of 2-entries, we choose exactly one of them to be contained in Scover. Note that when a
genotype from A has a 2-entry in a site s ∈ Sfree, then it also has a 2-entry in one of the sites in Scover. Let Gcover be the
graph that has Scover as its vertex set and an edge between sites s and s′ if geno2(s) ∩ geno2(s′) = ∅. Whenever there is
an edge between sites in Gcover, then there exists a phase constraint for them. Fig. 3 shows an example of the construction
of Gcover.
In the recursive step the algorithm iterates over the components G ′ of Gcover. For each G ′ it considers the submatrix A′
of A made up by all genotypes with 2-entries in sites of G ′ along with a constraints set K ′ , consisting of the pool con-
straints for the genotypes from A′ and all phase constraints. It chooses a site s from G ′ and adds once the constraint
equal-phase(s2, s) and once unequal-phase(s2, s) to the set of constraints. In each case, it checks which additional phase
constraints are now triggered using the sub-procedure try-phase-cpph. This sub-procedure calls deduce-phase-constraints
followed by sanitize-pool-constraints and tries to solve the resulting instance recursively by calling solve-cpph-2-site.
If for all components a recursive call returns a solution, the procedure combines them along with haplotypes for geno-
types that are not in any matrix A′ to a solution for the whole instance. The following lemma states the correctness of
solve-cpph-2-site:
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a preprocessed n × m genotype matrix with 2-site s2 and constraints K . Then solve-cpph-2-site returns
a haplotype matrix B that explains A and satisﬁes the four gamete property and the constraints K , if it exists, or “no”, otherwise.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction over the size of Sfree. If |Sfree| = 0, then, since A is preprocessed, the phase
constraints with s2 completely determine the phase constraints for all sites with 2-entries. The sanitation of the pool con-
straints ensures that, then, every pool constraint contains exactly two haplotypes that explain the corresponding genotype.
Thus, solve-cpph-2-site works correctly for |Sfree| = 0.
Now we assume |Sfree| > 0. If there is a solution haplotype matrix B and the procedure reaches lines 2 and 3,
then B witnesses a positive answer. We are left to look at the case that the procedure iterates over matrices A′
with constraints K ′ and branches recursively. The solution B for the whole matrix A with K gives a solution ma-
trix B ′ for every submatrix A′ with constraints K ′ . If B ′ does not induce both 01 and 10 in s2 and s, then the call of
try-phase-cpph(A′, K ′ ∪ equal-phase(s2, s), s2) produces a positive answer by the induction hypothesis. If s2 and s do not
induce both 00 and 11, the call of try-phase-cpph(A′, K ′ ∪ unequal-phase(s2, s), s2) succeeds.
For the completion of the correctness proof, we show that the algorithm only outputs correct solutions for |S free| > 0.
If the procedure stops with a solution in line 3, this is clear. Assume that the procedure outputs a solution B at the end,
which is combined from the solutions of recursive calls (and the haplotypes for genotypes that are not in any submatrix).
By induction, B explains A and satisﬁes the pool constraints from K . We are left to show that A satisﬁes the four gamete
property and the phase constraints. Since solve-cpph-2-site is called by solve-cpph, we can assume that the genotype
matrix itself does not induce four elements in any column pair. If there is a phase constraint for two sites s and t , then all
non-“no” matrices B ′e and B ′u satisfy it and the combined haplotype matrix does not contain four elements in these sites. If
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in both s and t . Different submatrices only share 2-entries in s2. If a matrix A′ has a genotype g with 2-entries in s and t
and there exists another genotype that is not part of any submatrix, also with 2-entries in s and t , then there exists a phase
constraint for this pair of sites. Overall, this proves that the combined solution satisﬁes both the four gamete property and
the phase constraints. 
Runtime The input to the algorithm consists of a genotype matrix of dimension n × m, phase constraints and pool con-
straints. Let p denote the sum of the sizes of all pool constraints. We show that the algorithm runs in time O ((p + 1)(n +
p)m2), as claimed in Theorem 3.1. All individual operations of the algorithm take time at most O ((n+ p)m2). Thus, it suﬃce
to show that the tree of recursive calls of procedure solve-cpph-2-site has at most p + 1 leafs: The procedure partitions its
input matrix into submatrices with constraints. For every submatrix A′ with constraints K ′ it may branch into two possible
phasings for the sites s2 and s. The call of deduce-phase-constraints ensures that there are phase constraints between s2
and all sites from G ′: when two sites are connected via an edge in Gcover, we know that there is a phase constraint for
them and a genotype that contains 2-entries in these sites and s2. Note that the phases between s2 and the sites from G ′
for the case equal-phase(s2, s) are exactly opposite to the phases for the case unequal-phase(s2, s). This implies that, since
all genotypes in A′ have a 2-entry in s2 and a site from G ′ , every haplotype from the pool constraints is passed to at most
one recursive call. This yields a partition of sets of haplotypes from the pool constraints among all recursive calls. Since the
procedure stops when the sizes of the pools drop to two (or zero), the number of leafs of the recursive tree of the procedure
solve-cpph-2-site is bounded by p + 1.
Implementation and experiments We implemented the polynomial-time algorithm for constrained perfect phylogeny hap-
lotyping and measured, for different kinds of constraints, its performance in terms of both runtime and accuracy. Our
implementation is in Java and no runtime optimizations were performed.
For our experiments, we used a data set of real haplotypes from Andrés et al. [22] that contains haplotype pairs of 20
African American (aa) and 19 European American (ea) individuals from a 48 kb genomic region of Chromosome 19 that
spans the genes Kalekrein 13 and 14. From this data set, which contains 401 sites (biallelic snps and indels), we used all
210 sites without missing entries, yielding the data set haplo-data. To obtain genotypes as an input for the algorithm, we
combined the haplotype pairs of the individuals to genotypes, stored in the data set geno-data.
We applied the algorithm with different pool constraints to study how more and more speciﬁc pools affect its haplo-
typing accuracy: In the standard approach we used perfect phylogeny haplotyping without any pools, working only on the
genotype data. For the pool approach we used a single pool for all genotypes that contained all haplotypes from haplo-
data plus the same number of random haplotypes to model rare haplotypes. In the population approach we used different
pools for the aa genotypes and the ea genotypes, which consist of the aa haplotypes and the ea haplotypes, respectively,
again each time together with a corresponding number of random haplotypes. Since geno-data is not explainable by a sin-
gle perfect phylogenetic tree, we considered every maximal interval of sites that allows a solution for the most restrictive
approach, population, and, therefore, also allows solutions for the less restrictive approaches pool and standard. For each
interval we have calculated the number of solutions together with the average Haplotype error rate (he), the single-site
error rate (sse) and the switch error (swe) over all solutions for this interval (see Andrés et al. [22] for detailed deﬁni-
tions). Fig. 4 shows the intervals and measures between the sites 35857 and 43693 of the 48 kb region for one run of the
program.
The ﬁrst observation from our experiments is that the number of solutions that the algorithm produces reduces for more
restrictive approaches. While the standard approach may yield many different solutions (up to 8192 in an interval of the
example), pools help to shrink the number of solutions and, therefore, uniquely predict haplotypes. There are also cases
with a difference between the pool and the population approaches, with population ﬁnding less solutions. The second
observation is that the error rates are usually smaller for more restrictive approaches and, thus, for the observed data,
pools help to ﬁnd more accurate solutions. The prototype Java implementation handles the inputs from our experiments in
a matter of seconds on a standard machine.
4. Constrained maximum parsimony haplotyping
In this section, we present two results on the ﬁxed-parameter tractability of the constrained maximum parsimony hap-
lotyping problem. (We refer the reader to [23] for an introduction to parametrized complexity theory.) First, we prove
that cpools for allmh is W[2]-complete when parametrized by the minimum number of distinct haplotypes in an explaining
haplotype matrix. In sharp contrast, mh and cone pool for allmh are ﬁxed-parameter tractable for this parameter, as shown
in [3] and [2], respectively. This means that the possibility to specify pool constraints on a per-genotype basis vastly in-
creases the complexity of the problem. Second, we show that a ﬁxed-parameter algorithm is possible even for cpoolsmh
when we extend the parameter to the number of distinct haplotypes plus the number of duplicated genotypes that have
incomparable pools.
The algorithms for mh and cone pool for allmh from the literature use data structures that describe how haplotypes are
shared among genotypes. We formalize these data structures as follows:
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standard 16 13% 14% 15%
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8 sites
sol he sse swe
standard 32 5% 8% 9%
pool 2 3% 3% 3%
population 2 3% 3% 3%
6 sites
sol he sse swe
standard 4 4% 5% 6%
pool 3 4% 5% 5%
population 1 3% 3% 3%
3 sites
sol he sse swe
standard 2 1% 2% 2%
pool 2 1% 2% 2%
population 2 1% 2% 2%
9 sites
sol he sse swe
standard 4 5% 2% 3%
pool 1 0% 0% 0%
population 1 0% 0% 0%
Fig. 4. The region between 35857 bp and 43693 bp from the 48 kb data set of Andrés et al. [22]. Vertical lines indicate sites without missing entries,
horizontal bars are the maximal intervals of at least 3 sites that satisfy the population approach. Every interval is labeled by the number of spanned sites
together with the number of solutions (sol) and average error rates for all approaches.
Genotypes A: Pool constraints K :
12345
1 02022 pool(1, {00000,01011,01000})
2 20200 pool(2, {00000,10100,10000})
3 00222
4 22222
5 02211 pool(5, {00111,01011})
A partial haplotype sharing plan for A that satisﬁes K :
01011
00111
01011
020221
202002
002223
4 22222
5 02211
Fig. 5. A genotype matrix A together with a haplotype sharing plan of size 5 for it. The haplotype sharing plan that is shown in the ﬁgure is neither empty
nor complete. This means that some, but not all, vertices are labeled with haplotypes. The plan satisﬁes the pool constraints K : every genotype that has
two incident haplotypes is explained by them.
Deﬁnition 4.1 (Haplotype sharing plan). Given an n×m genotype matrix A, we deﬁne a haplotype sharing plan P for A of size k
as a multigraph G = (V , E) (a graph where multiple edges between two vertices are allowed) with |V | = k and |E| = n
where
1. edges are labeled bijectively by genotypes from A,
2. some vertices are labeled by haplotypes, and
3. if an edge e labeled g connects two vertices v1 and v2 labeled h1 and h2, respectively, then g is explained by {h1,h2}.
We call a plan complete if all vertices are labeled and empty if no vertex is labeled. A plan P extends a plan P ′ if P arises
from P ′ by labeling previously unlabeled vertices. A haplotype sharing plan P satisﬁes a pool constraint pool(i, Hi) if the
incident haplotypes of gi lie in Hi . With this deﬁnition, constructing haplotype matrices with at most k distinct haplotypes
is equivalent to constructing complete plans of size at most k. An example of a genotype matrix and a haplotype sharing
plan is shown in Fig. 5.
Given a budget k for the number of distinct haplotypes in the solution, the known ﬁxed-parameter algorithms for mh
and cone pool for allmh consider all possible empty haplotype sharing plans of size k and check whether they can be extended
to complete ones in polynomial time [3,2,15]. To bound the number of edges of the plan they use a preprocessing step
that deletes duplicated genotypes and retains only one of them. Since k haplotypes can explain at most k(k+ 1)/2 different
genotypes, these algorithms consider at most O (k2n) O (kk2+k) different empty plans.
These ideas cannot be extended to a ﬁxed-parameter algorithm when genotype-speciﬁc pool constraints are given since
we cannot delete duplicated genotypes in a preprocessing step. This is due to the fact that genotypes might have the same
entries, but incomparable pools, which we cannot merge directly. Strong evidence that no slightly variation of the standard
approaches will work is given by Theorem 4.2.
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cpoolsmh is W[2]-hard for the same parametrization.
Proof. We present a ﬁxed-parameter reduction from the W[2]-hard [23] parametrized problem hitting-set to the prob-
lem cpools for allmh. The hitting-set problem is deﬁned as follows: Given a hypergraph G that consists of a vertex set V and
a set of hyperedges E = {e1, . . . , en} with ei ⊆ V and a parameter k, we want to ﬁnd a hitting set S ⊆ V for G , which means
that e ∩ S = ∅ for all e ∈ E , of size at most k.
Given a hypergraph G with vertices V = {v1, . . . , vm} and edges E = {e1, . . . , en}, our reduction constructs an instance for
cpools for allmh as follows: The genotype matrix A contains n genotypes of length m+1 with only 2-entries. For i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
let hi be the haplotype of length m + 1 with exactly one 1-entry, namely at site i, and let h′i be its bitwise complement.
For every genotype g j there is a constraint pool( j,
⋃
vi∈e j {hi,h′i}). The budget (the allowed number of distinct haplotypes
to explain A) is set to 2k. The construction is clearly computable in polynomial time.
For the correctness of the reduction, ﬁrst let S ⊆ V be a hitting set of size at most k for G . We choose an explaining
haplotype pair for every genotype g j as follows: Let vi ∈ S be a vertex with vi ∈ e j , then we use the haplotype pair {hi,h′i}
to explain g j . Since S contains at most k elements, this gives an explaining haplotype matrix with at most 2k distinct
haplotypes for A that satisﬁes the pool constraints by construction. For the opposite direction let B be a haplotype matrix
with at most 2k distinct haplotypes explaining A. The matrix B can be seen as a sequence of n haplotype pairs, where the
jth pair explains genotype g j . Since there are at most 2k distinct haplotypes in the solution and the constructed haplotype
pairs do not share any haplotypes, this sequence contains at most k different haplotype pairs. For every genotype g j consider
its explaining haplotype pair {hi,h′i} from pool( j, H j) and insert the corresponding vertex vi , for which vi ∈ e j holds, into S .
This gives a hitting set S of size at most k.
To prove cpools for allmh ∈ W[2], we present a ﬁxed-parameter reduction to the W[2]-complete problem of ﬁnding a satis-
fying assignment for Boolean circuits of weft 2 and depth 3 with at most k inputs set to 1, denoted wcs(2,3) in [23]. The
circuit’s input layer has a different gate, called a haplotype gate, for every haplotype from the union of all constraint pools.
The next layer consists of ∧-gates, called genotype gates, one for each possible pair of haplotypes. Each of these genotype
gates is connected to a different pair of haplotype gates. Next, there is a layer of wide ∨-gates, called row gates. The ith row
gate is connected to all genotype gates that are, in turn, connected to two haplotype gates h and h′ such that (a) h and h′
are both elements of the constraint pool for the ith row of the genotype matrix and (b) h and h′ together explain this ith
row. Finally, a wide ∧-gate connected to all row gates assures that all genotypes are explained by haplotype pairs. Clearly,
a satisfying assignment of this circuit with k inputs set to 1 corresponds to a set of k haplotypes that explain the genotype
matrix and satisfy all pool constraints. 
The instances constructed in the W[2]-hardness proof of cpools for allmh contain only identical genotypes, namely com-
pletely heterozygous genotypes, while pools might be highly incomparable. Since such a worst case instance is unlikely to
be present in practice, we propose to additionally parametrize the problem by the maximum number l of duplicated geno-
types with pairwise incomparable pool constraints. When parametrized by the number k of distinct haplotypes and at the
same time by l, the problem cpoolsmh becomes ﬁxed-parameter tractable.
Theorem4.3. cpoolsmh is ﬁxed-parameter tractable with respect to the number of distinct haplotypes in the solution plus themaximum
number of duplicated genotypes with pairwise incomparable pool constraints.
Proof. Our ﬁxed-parameter algorithm solve-cmh is shown in Fig. 6. After sanitizing the pool constraints, which does not
change the size of a smallest solution, in lines 2 to 4 the algorithm conﬂates genotypes and their pools. This means that
instead of simply deleting duplicated genotypes, which would not give a correct algorithm, it repeatedly ﬁnds genotypes gi
and g j with gi = g j and pool(i, Hi),pool( j, H j) ∈ K and Hi ⊆ H j . Each time such genotypes are found, we can delete g j .
We also delete g j if there is no pool constraint for it, but there is another genotype gi with gi = g j . After this conﬂation,
there can be at most l copies of each genotype by deﬁnition of l. In particular, if more than lk(k + 1)/2 genotypes remain
after line 4, they cannot be explained using only k haplotypes.
Next, the algorithm considers all empty haplotype sharing plans P of size at most k for the current matrix and tests, by
using the below claim, whether there exists a complete extension for it (ﬁrst without considering any pool constraints) and
skips the current plan whenever the claim does not hold.
Let G = (V , E) be the underlying graph of a haplotype plan P for A and let s be a site. Let V s0 ⊆ V be the set of all
vertices from G that have a labeling haplotype with a 0-entry at site s or that have an incident genotype that has a 0-entry
at site s. Deﬁne V s1 ⊆ V similarly, with “0” replaced by “1”. Let Gs2 arise from G by deleting every edge whose genotype
does not have a 2-entry at site s.
Claim. Let A be an n×m genotype matrix and P be a haplotype sharing plan for A. There exists a complete haplotype sharing plan P ′
for A that extends P if, and only if, for every site s the following properties hold:
1. there is no odd-length cycle in Gs ,2
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Input: An n ×m genotype matrix A, pool constraints K and a budget k
Output: An explaining haplotype matrix B for A with at most k distinct haplotypes that satisﬁes the constraints K , if it exists; or “no”, otherwise
Preprocessing:
1 call sanitize-pool-constraints
2 for each gi and g j with gi = g j do
3 if there is no pool constraint for g j or if pool(i, Hi) ∈ K , pool( j, H j) ∈ K , Hi ⊆ H j then
4 delete g j
5 if there are more than lk(k + 1)/2 genotypes then output “no”
Try to extend empty haplotype sharing plans:
6 for each empty haplotype sharing plan P of size k do
7 if P cannot be extended to a complete plan (without constraints) then skip P
8 for each component P ′ of P do
9 if there is a genotype gi in P ′ with pool(i, Hi) ∈ K then
10 v ← some vertex incident to gi
11 for each haplotype h ∈ Hi that is permissible for v in P do
12 P ′′ ← P ′; in P ′′ label v with h and calculate haplotypes for all vertices in P ′′
13 if P ′′ is a haplotype sharing plan satisfying its pool constraints then
14 store P ′′ as a solution for P ′ and continue with next P ′
15 skip P
16 else choose a permissible haplotype for one vertex from P ′ , calculate haplotypes for all other vertices, and store the solution P ′′
17 combine all P ′′ to a complete plan for A and K and return combined plan
18 output “no”
Fig. 6. The ﬁxed-parameter algorithm for cpoolsmh.
2. there is no even-length path between vertices v ∈ V s0 and v ′ ∈ V s1 in Gs2 , and
3. there is no odd-length path between vertices v, v ′ ∈ V s0 and also no odd-length path between vertices v, v ′ ∈ V s1 in Gs2 .
Proof. First, we prove that the above properties are necessary. Consider a genotype matrix A and a complete haplotype
sharing plan P for A with graph G = (V , E). For the sake of contradiction, assume that there exists a site s such that Gs2
contains an odd-length cycle. Let h1, g1, . . . ,hr, gr,h1 be the sequence of haplotypes and genotypes on this cycle. We know
that h1[s] = a ∈ {0,1} and, since g1[s] = 2, we have h2[s] = 1 − a. If we transfer this fact to all haplotypes in the cycle,
we known that hi[s] = a whenever i is odd and hi[s] = 1 − a whenever i is even. Since r is odd, we have hr[s] = a and,
therefore, h1[s] = 1−a holds, a contradiction. The arguments for the second and third properties are similar, only the values
of the ﬁrst and last haplotypes on the path are known.
To show that the properties are suﬃcient, consider a haplotype sharing plan P for A. We label previously unlabeled
vertices in a stepwise fashion while maintaining the properties. Pick an unlabeled vertex v from P and assign a value to its
haplotype h at every sites s as follows: When there is an even-length path between v and a vertex from V sa , a ∈ {0,1}, in Gs2,
assign h[s] = a and, when there is an odd-length path between v and a vertex from V sa , a ∈ {0,1}, in Gs2, assign h[s] = 1−a.
If there are no vertices from V s0 ∪ V s1 in the component of v , which means that all genotypes in the component of v have
a 2-entry at site s and all vertices in the component are unlabeled, choose a value for h[s] arbitrarily. The haplotypes that
can be assigned to v in this way are called the permissible haplotypes for v in P . An assignment of a permissible haplotype
does not change the claimed properties 1 to 3. Moreover, whenever at least one vertex in every component of P is labeled
by a haplotype, the permissible haplotypes for the vertices of the component are uniquely determined. 
We remark at this point that in the absence of pool constraints, the above claim can be used to solve the problem mh,
replacing the usage of a GF[2] equation system solver [3].
The algorithm proceeds to look at every component P ′ of P and distinguishes whether P ′ contains a genotype with
a pool constraint or not. If there is a genotype gi with a pool constraint pool(i, Hi), it picks one of gi ’s incident vertices
and iterates over all haplotypes in Hi . In line 12 it then tries to assign the haplotype to the vertex and to determine – as
discussed in the proof of the claim – haplotypes for all other vertices in the component. If this succeeds in the sense
that we get a complete extension of P ′ that satisﬁes the pool constraints, we save the copy and later incorporate it into
the whole plan. However, if no haplotype h yields a valid extension for P ′ , we skip the current plan P . If P ′ has only
unconstrained genotypes, any permissible haplotype can be chosen for one vertex, which directly determines haplotypes for
all other vertices in the component. If all components of a plan P can be completed, the algorithm outputs the combined
haplotype sharing plan. If no plan can be completed, the algorithm outputs “no”. Fig. 7 shows an example of how algorithm
solve-cmh processes an input instance.
To bound the runtime of the algorithm, ﬁrst note that after line 5 there can be at most lk(k + 1)/2 different genotypes.
The main loop iterates over all possible empty haplotype sharing plans P , of which there are at most O (k2n)  O (klk2+lk)
plans. Since the inner part of the algorithm runs in polynomial time, this gives the desired ﬁxed-parameter runtime. 
We remark that, in practice, the runtime of solve-cmh will be prohibitively high for larger k. This is mainly due to
the quickly increasing number of possible empty haplotype sharing plans that the algorithm has to take into account.
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Genotypes A: Pool constraints K :
12345
1 21122 pool(1, {01111,11100})
2 21122 pool(2, {01101,11110})
3 22222
4 02211 pool(4, {01111,00011})
5 02211
6 21122 pool(6, {01111,11100,01101,11110})
Genotypes A: Pool constraints K :
12345
1 21122 pool(1, {01111,11100})
2 21122 pool(2, {01101,11110})
3 22222
4 02211 pool(4, {01111,00011})
(c) Iteration over empty haplotype sharing plans of size 5 (lines 6 to 17)
line 6: choose empty plan P1 =
211221 211222 222223 022114
line 7: P1 is rejected
line 6: choose empty plan P2 = 211221 222223
022114
211222
line 8: choose component P ′2 = 211221 222223
022114
lines 9 to 14: compute completion P ′′2 =
11100
01111 00011
211221 222223
022114
line 8: choose component P ′2 =
211222
lines 9 to 14: compute completion P ′′2 =
01101 11110
211222
Fig. 7. The ﬁgure shows an example input for the problem cpoolsmh and how it is processed by algorithm solve-cmh. (a) The example input instance
(A, K ,k). (b) The instance after preprocessing. Genotypes 5 and 6 are deleted in lines 2 to 4 of the algorithm. (c) The algorithm tries to extend all empty
haplotype sharing plans of size 5 until a plan admitting a completion is found. The empty plan P1 admits no completion and is rejected in line 7. The
empty plan P2 admits a completion that is returned in line 17.
A promising approach to lower the number of sharing plans may be a transfer of the algorithmic ideas for cone pool for allmh
from Fleischer et al. [15], who narrow the size of the search space of haplotype sharing plans from O (kk
2+k) to O (k4k).
5. Constrained maximum parsimony perfect phylogeny haplotyping
In this section we show that cpools, phasempph and, therefore, also mpph and cone pool for allmpph, are ﬁxed-parameter
tractable with respect to the number of distinct haplotypes in the solution.
Theorem 5.1. cpools, phasempph is ﬁxed-parameter tractable with respect to the number of distinct haplotypes in the solution.
Similar to the algorithm for cpoolsmh, in order to solve cpools, phasempph we can equivalently search for a complete hap-
lotype sharing plan that satisﬁes the constraints and whose haplotypes satisfy the four gamete property – in this context
we say that the haplotype sharing plan satisﬁes the four gamete property. Pseudo-code of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 8.
Similar to the algorithm for cpools, phasepph, procedure solve-cmpph ﬁrst applies some preprocessing steps and calculates a
decomposition into independent submatrices with a 2-site. Procedure solve-cmpph-2-site then solves these matrices along
with their pools via a recursive branch-and-reduce approach. In addition, to produce only solutions with a certain number
of distinct haplotypes, we use haplotype sharing plans that we decompose during the recursive calls.
Procedure solve-cmpph Given a genotype matrix A, a set of constraints K , and a budget value k, the procedure applies the
same lines 1 to 5 as in the procedure from solve-cpph, which satisfy the correctness property (Section 3) and, moreover,
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Input: An n ×m genotype matrix A, a set K of haplotype and phase constraints, and a budget k
Output: An explaining haplotype matrix B for A with at most k distinct haplotypes
that satisﬁes the four gamete property and the constraints K , if it exists; or “no”, otherwise
Preprocessing:
1 lines 1 to 5 from procedure solve-cpph
2 for each gi and g j with gi = g j do
3 if pool(i, Hi) ∈ K and pool( j, H j) ∈ K then
4 replace pool(i, Hi) by pool(i, Hi ∩ H j) and delete g j
5 else delete one of the genotypes gi and g j that has no pool constraint
6 if there are more than k(k + 1)/2 genotypes then output “no”
Try to extend empty haplotype sharing plans via decomposition:
7 for each empty haplotype sharing plan P of size k do
8 label every vertex in P that is incident to a genotype without 2-entries
9 for each genotype g ∈ As and g ∈ As′ with s = s′ do
10 if there is a vertex v in P incident to g and g′ then label v with the correct haplotype
11 for each site s ∈ {1, . . . ,m} do
12 P ′s ← solve-cmpph-2-site(As, Ks, Ps, s)
13 if P ′s is “no” then skip P
14 return combination of haplotypes from plans P ′s and genotypes without 2-entries
15 return “no”
Procedure solve-cmpph-2-site(A, K , P , s2).
Input: An n ×m genotype matrix A with a 2-site s2, constraints K , and a haplotype sharing plan P
Output: A complete plan P ′ for A that extends P and satisﬁes the four gamete property and the constraints if it exists; or “no”, otherwise
Recursion break:
1 if for every pool(i, Hi) ∈ K we have |Hi | = 2 then
2 replace all pool constraints by corresponding phase constraints
3 return solution for the remaining instance from pp-completion-extension(A, K , P )
Recursive branch-and-reduce:
4 else for each group R with constraints K R and plan P R do
5 s ← a site from a component of Gcover that corresponds to a matrix from R
6 P ′′e ← call try-phase-cmpph(R, K R ∪ {equal-phase(s2, s)}, P R , s2)
7 P ′′u ← call try-phase-cmpph(R, K R ∪ {unequal-phase(s2, s)}, P R , s2)
8 if P ′′e = “no” and P ′′u = “no” then return “no” else add non-“no” P ′′e or P ′′u to solution
9 output solution
Sub-Procedure try-phase-cmpph(R, K , P , s2).
1 while the instance is modiﬁed do
2 call deduce-phase-constraints for R , K
3 call label-interjacent-vertices for R , K , P
4 call sanitize-pool-constraints for R , K
5 for each matrix A′ from R with constraints K ′ ⊆ K and plan P ′ ⊆ P do
6 P ′′ ← call solve-cmpph-2-site(A′, K ′, P ′, s2)
7 if P ′′ is “no” then return “no” else add P ′′ to solution
8 return solution
Fig. 8. The ﬁxed-parameter algorithm for cpools, phasempph.
do not change the solution size. Then it assures that there are no identical genotypes in the input: As long as possible
it considers two genotypes gi and g j with gi = g j . If both have pool constraints pool( j, H j), it deletes g j and replaces
pool(i, Hi) by pool(i, Hi ∩ H j) and, otherwise, it deletes one of the two genotypes that has no pool constraint. This step
satisﬁes the correctness property since, in order to satisfy the four gamete property, identical genotypes must be explained
by the same haplotypes.
Next, the algorithm considers every empty haplotype sharing plan P of size at most k and calculates the partition of A
into matrices A1, . . . , Am as in procedure solve-cpph. In order to decompose the plan P , the method labels some vertices
with haplotypes: In line 8, the procedure considers every genotype without 2-entries and labels its incident vertices with
this genotype. In lines 9 and 10 the procedure considers every pair of genotypes g and g′ from matrices As and As′ ,
respectively, where s < s′ and g and g′ are incident to a common vertex v in P . The haplotype of this vertex is determined
by the current instance and is set as follows: The construction of the submatrices ensures that for every site t < s′ , we
have g′[t] ∈ {0,1}. Thus at these sites t we must set h[t] = g′[t]. For every site t  s′ , we can set the entry in h directly if
g[t] ∈ {0,1} or g′[t] ∈ {0,1}. Whenever we have g[t] = g′[t] = 2, we can use phase constraints to determine the entry of h:
The deduction of phase constraints in the preprocessing ensures that there is a phase constraint for s and t and, therefore,
we must set h[t] = h[s] whenever equal-phase(s, t) ∈ K and h[t] = 1− h[s] whenever unequal-phase(s, t) ∈ K . Overall, every
entry of h is determined.
Every matrix As together with its constraints Ks (the corresponding pool constraints and all phase constraints), its
plan Ps (the part of P that is made up by all edges with genotypes from As), and its 2-site s are passed to the proce-
dure solve-cmpph-2-site. Due to the preceding labeling of vertices that lie in different plans Ps and the calculated phase
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for the whole instance. Thus, provided solve-cmpph-2-site is correct, the whole algorithm is correct.
Procedure solve-cmpph-2-site Given a genotype matrix A with a 2-site s2, constraints K , and a haplotype sharing plan P ,
the procedure solve-cmpph-2-site recursively checks whether P can be extended to a complete plan that satisﬁes the
constraints and the four gamete property. If all pools contain exactly two haplotypes, the phase information from these
haplotypes is transferred into phase constraints (see procedure solve-cpph-2-site for details) and the remaining instance is
solved in polynomial time using the following lemma:
Lemma 5.2. Let A be a genotype matrix with phase constraints K and let P be a haplotype sharing plan for A. Then one can compute
in polynomial time an equation system pp-completion-extension(A, P , K ) with the following property: There exists a haplotype
sharing plan P ′ for A that extends P and satisﬁes the constraints and the four gamete property if, and only if, the equation system
pp-completion-extension(A, P , K ) has a solution.
Proof. The equation system is constructed as follows: Let A be an n × m genotype matrix, K a set of phase constraints,
and P a partial haplotype sharing plan for A of size k. Let B be the haplotype labels present in P . Then the GF[2] equa-
tion system pp-completion-equation(A, P , K ) consists of m(m − 1)/2 variables ps,t and km variables hi,s , one for every
vertex with index i and site s. The variable ps,t encodes the phase of sites s and t . For every pair of sites s and t with
{00,11} ⊆ ind(A, s, t) ∪ ind(B, s, t) or equal-phase(s, t) ∈ K we introduce the equation ps,t = 0; and for every pair of sites
with {01,10} ⊆ ind(A, s, t) ∪ ind(B, s, t) or unequal-phase(s, t) ∈ K we introduce the equation ps,t = 1. For every vertex vi
that is labeled by a haplotype h and every site s we introduce hi,s = h[s]. For every genotype gi with incident vertices v j
and vk and site s, we introduce the equations h j,s = gi[s] and hk,s = gi[s] whenever gi[s] ∈ {0,1} and h j,s ⊕ hk,s = 1 when-
ever gi[s] = 2. For every genotype gi , an incident vertex v j , and pairs of sites s and t with gi[s] = gi[t] = 2, we introduce
the equation ps,t = h j,s ⊕ h j,t .
The claimed equivalence now follows because the system directly models the conditions imposed by P and the solutions
of the system correspond directly to complete haplotype sharing plans that satisfy the four gamete property. 
If there are pools with more than two haplotypes, the procedure solve-cmpph-2-site partitions the genotypes into
groups R according to the following rule: Two genotypes lie in the same group whenever they are in the same submatrix
with respect to the decomposition from solve-cpph-2-site, which we call the Gcover decomposition, or incident to a common
vertex in P .
The algorithm considers each group R together with its constraints K R (consisting of all phase and pool con-
straints for genotypes in R) and its subplan P R (the part of P that is made up by all edges with genotypes
from R) and picks a site s from a component of Gcover whose corresponding submatrix from the Gcover decomposi-
tion lies in R . Then, as in solve-cpph-2-site, it considers both possible phasings of the columns s2 and s by call-
ing the sub-procedure try-phase-cmpph. This sub-procedure ﬁrst applies deduce-phase-constraints and the procedure
label-interjacent-vertices, described in the next paragraph, repeatedly until there is no further change.
The procedure label-interjacent-vertices labels previously unlabeled vertices in P for which the haplotypes are com-
pletely determined by the current instance. It iterates over all genotypes gi and g j from R that are incident to a common
vertex v in P and labels v in the following three cases:
(1) Genotypes gi and g j come from different matrices Ai and A j of the Gcover decomposition with components Gi
and G j , respectively, such that there are phase constraints between s2 and all sites from Gi . At all sites t with gi[t] ∈ {0,1} or
g j[t] ∈ {0,1}, the entry of h is known. Let si be a site from Gi with gi[si] = 2 and g j[s j] ∈ {0,1} (such a site exists due to the
decomposition). At this site the value of h is determined which, together with the phase constraint for s2 and si , determines
the value at site s2. Since there are phase constraints between s2 and all sites that have 2-entries in both gi and g j , the
entries at these positions are also known. Altogether, this gives a haplotype for g j and forces the phase between s2 and
a site s j ∈ G j with g j[s j] = 2. We introduce equal-phase(s2, s j) whenever h[s2] = h[s j] and unequal-phase(s2, s j) whenever
h[s2] = h[s j].
(2) Genotype gi comes from a matrix Ai of the Gcover decomposition, such that there are phase constraints between s2
and all sites from Gi , and g j is not part of any matrix of the decomposition. Due to the decomposition there exists a site si
from Gi with gi[si] = 2 and g j[si] ∈ {0,1}. Thus, similar to the previous case, the value at site si determines the value at
site s2 and, indirectly, values for all sites where both genotypes have a 2-entry. Altogether, h is completely determined.
(3) Genotypes gi and g j are not part of any matrix of the decomposition. Let si be a site where the genotypes differ.
One of the genotypes, say gi , must have a 2-entry at site si since, otherwise, the sites s2 and si induce all four gametes.
Again, we know the value of the haplotype h labeling v at position si which determines the value at site s2 and all other
sites where both genotypes have a 2-entry.
The effect of the while-loop in lines 1 to 3 of try-phase-cmpph is that there are new phase constraints between s2
and all sites from Gcover components whose matrices lie in R and all vertices in P that are incident to genotypes from
different components are labeled by haplotypes. Then we apply sanitize-pool-constraints and pass every matrix of the
Gcover decomposition along with its plan and constraints to a recursive call. If this leads to solutions for all matrices, the
sub-procedure try-phase-cmpph combines them to a solution for R .
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for all matrices from the group, the algorithm adds them to an extension for the whole plan P . Otherwise, the algorithm
outputs “no”.
Runtime The runtime of the algorithm is dominated by the iteration over at most O (k2n)  O (kk2+k) empty plans. For
every possible plan the algorithm recursively tries new phase constraints and partitions the genotypes, the plan, and the
haplotypes from the pools. Similar to solve-cpph-2-site, the corresponding tree of recursive calls has only polynomial size,
which proves the desired ﬁxed-parameter runtime.
6. Conclusion
We studied phylogeny- and parsimony-based haplotype inference in the presence of pool and phase constraints. Our
main result is that cpools, phasepph is polynomial-time solvable by a new recursive decomposition techniques for genotypes
and pools. This solves the open problem from [2] whether cone pool for allpph is polynomial-time solvable. We showed that
cpoolsmh is W[2]-hard by proving that cpools for allmh is W[2]-complete when parametrized by the number of distinct hap-
lotypes in the solution. Both problems are ﬁxed-parameter tractable when we also use the comparability of the pools as
a parameter. For cpoolsmh we presented an algorithm that extends the recursive decomposition of genotypes and pools by
a decomposition of haplotype sharing plans, yielding a ﬁxed-parameter algorithm for cpools, phasempph with respect to the
number of distinct haplotypes in the solution.
There are several research directions for future work: (1) Work with incomplete genotype data: A large body of work has
investigated the more diﬃcult – and more realistic – variant of pph where some input data may be missing, the incomplete
perfect phylogeny haplotyping problem (ipph). This problem is NP-complete [24], also if a haplotype without missing entries is
known beforehand [25] and the phylogenetic tree has the topology of a path [26], but there is a ﬁxed-parameter algorithm
for trees with a bounded number of branches [27]. A natural direction would be to adjust our ideas to algorithms that work
on the constrained variants of ipph. (2) More general constraints: Another direction is to incorporate ∗-constraints where
some entries in the haplotypes can be chosen freely. Or we may also try to allow a few additional rare haplotypes to be
used that are not in any pool. (3) Other biological objectives: The perfect phylogeny assumption is applicable to regions of
the genome whose evolutionary history can be described by using at most one mutation per site. If we also want to cover
genomic regions that are subject to back mutations or recombinations, we need to use other phylogenetic models. One
research direction would be to pick up recent work on haplotype inference problems that are based on extensions of the
perfect phylogeny model [28–30] and study the constrained versions of these problems.
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